THE SD
MANAGED SERVICES
ADVANTAGE
Saving you time and reducing your risk

We close the disconnect between your
flight and tax departments

Overseeing a flight department is complicated. Privacy, tax
administration, regulatory compliance and risk management are
all of paramount importance and not understanding them can
lead your company into a very complex and grey world.
SD Managed Services Aviation Tax and Compliance Services
(ATACS) helps organizations manage tax reporting requirements
and the regulations imposed by the FAA, IRS and SEC. These
three government entities all have diverse rules on the personal
use of corporate aircraft due to their different missions. Our job
is to assure that your personal use is reported properly. Done
improperly, penalties and fines can add up, but more importantly,
the damage that negative media exposure can create far exceeds
any monetary penalty.
“SD Managed Services has serviced our account for the past 7 years and we are
completely satisfied with their services. They are true professionals and they
provide us with the latest in consultant services as well as peace of mind that we are
always in compliance with the emerging trends of the Business Aircraft industry.”
Project Manager,
Fortune 100 Company

OUR APPROACH
We understand taxes. We understand regulations. We understand the FAA,
IRS and SEC. Most importantly, we understand the world of aviation. The
journey begins by understanding your business needs thoroughly. Our
team gets ‘under the hood’ with an on-site implementation. We customize
your process maps and develop guidelines specifically tailored to your
organization, after carefully analyzing company data flows and practices.
We will then personalize your expectations for results and reporting,
keeping in mind that continuity in business practices will never be lost
and can be passed on easily.
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